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Abstract

LIGNUM is a functional-structural tree model that represents coniferous and broad-leaved trees with modelling units corre-
sponding to the real structure of trees. The units are tree segments, axes, branching points and buds. Metabolic processes are
explicitly related to the structural units in which they take place.

This paper enhances the modelling capabilities of LIGNUM with the possibility to formally describe the architectural devel-
opment of trees with Lindenmayer systems. This is achieved by presenting an algorithm to convert tree structures generated by
Lindenmayer systems to the LIGNUM representation of trees with feedback of results of events or processes from LIGNUM
to Lindenmayer system. We then give two example applications that model the development of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestrisL.)
and the dwarf shrub bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursiL.). Finally we discuss our approach and its consequences for the future
development of LIGNUM.
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. Introduction

An increasing number of models (see e.g. Annals
f Forest Science. vol. 57, no. 5/6) try to depict the
ynamics and growth of woody perennial plants by
ssessing the physiological processes in their three-
imensional arborescent form. Physiological processes
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RL: http://www.metla.fi/pp/JPer/.

involve, for example, photosynthesis of the foliage,
piration, flow of water or hormones and the alloca
of nutrients. The structure of the tree and its chan
over time are described with state variables repre
ing different aggregated tree compartments or with
tailed modelling components faithful to the botanica
morphological units of plants. Such models have b
called functional-structural tree models (FSTM).

Kurth (1994b)has classified tree and forest mod
on the basis of whether the emphasis is on the s
tural traits or on the functioning of trees. According
there are principally two ways to construct a FST
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One can start from an architectural model(Jaeger et
al., 1992; Kurth, 1994a)and add functional, i.e. phys-
iological detail to it. The second approach is to be-
gin with a process-based physiological model(Mäkel̈a
and Hari, 1986; Landsberg, 1986; Mäkel̈a, 1997)and
extend it with structural details. Physiological mod-
els are usually realized with the aid of differential or
difference equations(Landsberg, 1986), whereas ar-
chitectural models apply Lindenmayer systems(Kurth,
1999; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990)or other
formalisms.

Since the pioneering work byHonda (1971)meth-
ods have become available for treating plant architec-
ture in models in an efficient way. Lindenmayer sys-
tems or L systems(Prusinkiewicz and Hanan, 1989),
are the most widely used method to treat plant archi-
tecture although other formalisms also exist (e.g.de
Reffye et al., 1997; Godin et al., 1999). L systems
were invented by AristidLindenmayer (1968, 1971)
and were initially meant to describe the development of
multicellular organisms. L systems are string-rewriting
systems and research on these systems is concerned
with the question of what phenomena can be described
with formal languages. The theory, tools and applica-
tions that utilize a L system framework for modelling
plants and their environment have been developed by
Prusinkiewicz(Prusinkiewicz and Hanan, 1989, 1992),
Kurth (Kurth, 1994a)and other scientists. The theory
and the progress made in L systems in modelling plants
and trees up until the end of the 1990s is well doc-
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ded in the program implementing the model. Hence,
each architectural model is unique and there exist no
straightforward way of comparing these models as re-
gards of architecture.

The methods for plant architecture(Prusinkiewicz
and Lindenmayer, 1990; de Reffye et al., 1997; Godin
et al., 1999)offer means for treating tree architecture
in a formal, and therefore comparable way. However,
these formalisms have so far not matched the capa-
bilities of general programming languages to deal with
diverse programming tasks (e.g. modelling diffusion of
substrates). In a number of model or modelling tools,
the suitable combination of methods to deal effectively
with both architecture and physiology has been ad-
dressed(Kurth, 1999; Eschenbach, 2000; Karwowski
and Prusinkiewicz, 2003; Yan et al., 2004). The devel-
opment of models, where the architecture and function-
ing interact, is of key importance for better understand-
ing the structural dynamics of trees.

The LIGNUM model approaches FSTM from the
physiological side; it is a single tree model(Perttunen et
al., 1996)with fidelity to process-based modelling (see
e.g.Nikinmaa, 1992; Siev̈anen, 1993; M̈akel̈a, 1997)
but, instead of aggregated tree parts, it has a three-
dimensional description of the above ground part of
the tree. LIGNUM includes a detailed model of self-
shading within a tree crown(Perttunen et al., 1998,
2001), from which the radiation regime for photosyn-
thesis in different parts of the tree can be computed.
If the photosynthates produced exceed the respiration
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mented inPrusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer (199
rusinkiewicz (1999)andKurth (1999).
All process-based models(Landsberg, 1986)for

ree and stand growth must subsume a notion for c
r canopy structure that matches the objectives o
odelling. A facile solution is to assume horizonta
omogeneous layers of foliage used in mainly th
etical studies of tree and forest growth(Hari et al.,
982; Mäkel̈a, 1997). Models that captured the indivi
al stem structure or partitioned the above ground
f the tree into even finer compartments of branc
hoots, etc.(Kellomäki and Strandman, 1995)ex-
anded the scope of the process-based models f
mple to wood quality applications(Kellomäki et al.,
999; Mäkel̈a and M̈akinen, 2003). Though the trait
f physiology has been taken into consideration in

ail, the tree architecture has been treated in the
odel varying in detail and the way it has been emb
osts then the net production is allocated to the gro
f new parts. LIGNUM has been applied to both co
rous(Perttunen et al., 1996; Lo et al., 2001)and broad

eaved trees(Perttunen et al., 2001). The main focus i
IGNUM has been on the functional part of the mo
nd less emphasis has been paid to structural dev
ent. The model does not include any formal metho
efine the architectural development of the tree s

ure.
We describe in the following how the LIGNU

odel has been interfaced with L systems for sp
ying formally the architectural development of tre
hereby improving the applicability and ease of
f this FSTM. The goal is achieved by using

language, which is an extension of L syste
Prusinkiewicz et al., 1999). Based on the definitio
f L, R. Karwowski created the original parser o
nd has implemented the L + Clanguage(Karwowski,
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2002). He also included further improvements not
present in L, most notably productions with multiple
successors and the concept of new context(Karwowski
and Prusinkiewicz, 2003)to allow fast linear time in-
formation transfer in the simulated plant.

We first present the use of L in LIGNUM based on
the likeness of how LIGNUM and bracketed L systems
represent branching structures of trees(Perttunen et al.,
1996, 2001). Second, we implement an algorithm that
translates the bracketed string of symbols in L to the
LIGNUM representation of trees (Section 4). Third,
we provide a communication mechanism between the
L string and LIGNUM (Section 4.1), and give two ex-
ample applications, one for Scots pine and the other
for bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursiL.). Finally, we
discuss the consequences of our approach for the fu-
ture development of LIGNUM in modelling trees and
forest stands.

2. Structural units of LIGNUM

LIGNUM is intended as a generic model for
both coniferous and broad-leaved trees. Different tree
species can be simulated by implementing models of
metabolism, structural dynamics of birth, growth and
senescence, and by realizing branching rules for dis-
tinct tree architectures(Perttunen et al., 1996, 2001).
Here we briefly present the main features of the model
i use
L
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s

axis (A). A branching point is a set of axes. An axis
is a sequence of tree segments, branching points and
terminating bud. This captures the recursive structure
of the tree crown.

The most important functioning unit is the tree seg-
ment, i.e. the section of woody material between two
branching points. For conifers the needles are currently
modeled as a cylindrical layer of foliage surrounding a
tree segment (Fig. 1, left). For broad-leaved trees leaves
are attached to recently formed tree segments and are
modelled explicitly using a simple geometric form such
as an ellipse to represent the leaf shape (Fig. 1, middle).

An axis is implemented as a list. Adopting the no-
tation from our previous workPerttunen et al. (1996),
let the left bracket (‘[’) denote the beginning of the
list, the right bracket (‘]’) denote the end of the list,
and the list elements are separated by commas. For
example, the main axis of the model tree for a conif-
erous species inFigure 1, consisting of three tree seg-
ments, three branching points and the terminating bud,
writes:

[TS0, BP1, TS2, BP3, TS4, BP5, B6] (1)

The indices denote the positions of the elements in
the list. A branching point is implemented as a list of
axes. The three branching points in the model tree con-
tain two axes (i.e. branches) each. Thus, the main axis
can be written:

[TS0, [A,A], TS2, [A,A], TS4, [A,A], B6] (2)

ints
c . The
t one
b

n order to understand how LIGNUM is adapted to
systems.
LIGNUM represents the three-dimensional abo

round part of the tree with four structural units ca
ree segment (TS), bud (B), branching point (BP)

ig. 1. Schematic presentation of a coniferous (left) and bro
tructure of a segment (right) for broad-leaved trees.
ed tree (middle) using structural units of LIGNUM. Also sho

Each of the four axes in the first two branching po
onsist of a tree segment, branching point and bud
wo axes in the third (last) branching point contain
ud each. When these are inserted intoEq. (2), the
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structure of the whole model tree can be expressed as
(omitting the position numbering):

[TS, [[TS, [] , B], [TS, [] , B]] , TS, [[TS, [] , B],

[TS, [] , B]] , TS, [[B], [B]] , B] (3)

The empty lists ([]) for branching points denote no
forking off axes, thus maintaining the structural in-
tegrity of the model.

3. Introduction to the L language

Mathematically L systems1 are parallel rewriting
systems operating on strings, i.e. sequences of symbols.
An L system is defined by analphabetof symbols, a
set of rewriting rules calledproductions, and an initial
string called anaxiom.

In the plant modelling context the symbols of the al-
phabet in an L system represent the units (internodes,
leaves, flowers, etc.) of the growing organism relevant
to the modelling approach, and the string of symbols
their topological ordering. To be able to generate the
branching structures dominant in the plant world, the
notion of strings with brackets (literally denoting the
beginning and end of a branch with ‘[’ and ‘]’) or brack-
eted L systems was already present in the original for-
malism(Lindenmayer, 1968).

In parametric L systems(Prusinkiewicz and Hanan,
1990), symbols may take numerical arguments to de-
p ons
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its context ending with colon, and a production defin-
ing successor string embraced within curly braces. A
special module,Start, corresponds to the axiom. For
example, define the alphabet of two modulesA() and
B(), the axiomA() and the set of following two rules:

Start :{A(); }
A() : {produceB(); }
B() : {produceA()B(); }

(4)

Starting from the axiomA(), the first five strings
produced by the L system inEq. (4) are A(), B(),
A()B(),B()A()B() andA()B()B()A()B(). Note the par-
allel rewriting of modules.

To describe the geometry, and also for the graphical
interpretation of the model structures,Prusinkiewicz
(1986) introduced L system symbols as instructions
controlling a LOGO-style turtle(Abelson and di Sesa,
1982) in three dimensions, hence the adopted name
turtle graphics.

For branching structures of plants L predefines two
modulesSB() andEB() denoting the beginning and end
of a branch, respectively. To control the movements of
the turtle (the geometry engine), let us first define its
orientation in space by three unit vectors�H , �L and �U
denoting the turtle’s heading, direction to the left and
up at right angles to each other such that�U = �H × �L.
Then define moduleF (s) so as to move the turtle for-
ward along its heading step of lengths, and three mod-
ulesTurn(α),Pitch(α),Roll(α) to rotate the orientation
o
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,
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( anges
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ict properties of the units like size or cocentrati
f substances. Symbols in parametric L systems
lso called modules. In context-free L systems, the
ecessor’s context, i.e. modules on its left and r
ide, does not influence the production application
ontext-sensitive L systems the preceding and fol
ng modules affect the rewriting.

The key concept in the L system formalism is
ewriting of modules or symbols(Prusinkiewicz an
anan, 1989). The L language follows the same id
module in L has a name and can take any num

f arguments of any type in C++ programming l
uage(Stroustrup, 1997). A syntactically correct rul

n L consists of a predecessor module, possibly

1 We present all examples of L systems using language L
ation (Karwowski, 2002)instead of the commonly used notat
Prusinkiewicz and Hanan, 1989).
f the turtle around�U, �L and �H by α.

. Integrating the L language and LIGNUM

To model tree structures with L as in LIGNUM
et the moduleF denotes a tree segment and de
ate moduleB for a bud. Given the modules for tur
raphics and branching we can now describe the to
gy and geometry of the tree structures of LIGNU
Eq. (3)) with rules of the L language. To accomm
ate L with LIGNUM we first need to construct an
orithm that translates strings of L into structural u
f LIGNUM (Section 4.1). Second, as the metabolis

mplemented in LIGNUM will act on structural uni
segments and buds most notably) and produce ch
n their physiological states, in their dimensions an
heir positions in space accordingly, this informat
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must be transferred to turtle symbols and moduleB as
this is necessary in rewriting (Section 4.2).

We present an algorithm that translates strings of
L into structural units of LIGNUM with the aid of an
example with Scots pine. We have programmed in L
the architectural development of Scots pine in approx-
imately the same way as it is in the LIGNUM simula-
tions of Perttunen et al. (1996, 1998); the L program
is shown inAppendix A. In the program the module,
B(A,L) represents a bud. In each iteration the apical
bud (A = 1) moves forward by the lengthL and pro-
duces four new side branches. The branches (A > 1)
are similar, but only two more side branches are cre-
ated. Branching stops after the third order (A > 3), but
the extension continues. Also, asA records branching
it is updated as new branches are added. When the de-
velopment starts from the main axis consisting of one
segment, branching point and bud, the string after two
iterations is

F [] F [F [B][B]B] [F [B][B]B] [F [B][B]B]

[F [B][B]B]

F [B][B][B][B] B

(5)

where symbol [ denotesSB() and ] denotesEB(), the
modules for turtle rotations are not shown, and the ar-
guments of the modulesB andF are dropped.

4.1. From L to LIGNUM

We can now outline a straightforward algorithm to
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Finally, recursively constructing the axes we get:

[TS, [] , TS, [TS, [[B], [B]] , B], . . . ,

[TS, [[B], [B]] , B]] ,

TS, [[B], [B], [B], [B]] , B]

(8)

The current status of the turtle that is updated ac-
cording to turtle commands in the string defines the
position and orientation of the tree compartments in
LIGNUM.

The structural development of the tree described in
L does not require the regeneration of a LIGNUM rep-
resentation of trees (deleting the old tree and creating
a new one) after each derivation. The algorithm as-
sumes that an L system indeed generates an alternating
sequence of tree segments, branching points and termi-
nating buds, and the terminal buds only generate new
structural units. The algorithm fails if this is not the
case. Thus, after each derivation it is possible to match
the existing string and LIGNUM representation and to
insert the new structural units in the axis lists before
the terminating buds whose positions and orientations
will be updated.

4.2. From LIGNUM to L

Because the architectural development of a tree is
defined with an L string, we can assume LIGNUM does
not have to change the topology of the tree. Conse-
quently the conversion from LIGNUM tree to L string
i

in
L
d and
b tion
f .
T ses
i eter
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i and
i the
c of
s ent.

l
s he
onvert the string of symbols in L to structural un
n LIGNUM using Eq. (5) as a specific example. T
lgorithm is based on first recognizing the main a
f the tree, then finding the other axes (branches
ub-branches), and finally grouping them togethe
ranching points.

First, the symbolF (s) in Eq. (5) is interpreted as
ree segment of lengths. The symbolB corresponds t
bud. Each consecutive set ofn branches between tw
symbols will be a branching point withn axes. The

tring inEq. (5) first becomes the main axis with thr
egments, three branching points and the termin
ud:

TS,BP, TS, BP, TS, BP,B] (6)

The last two branching points contain four a
ach, the first branching point being empty:

TS, [] , TS, [A,A,A,A], TS, [A,A,A,A], B] (7)
s trivial.
However, as the physiological activities

IGNUM (Perttunen et al., 1996)will change the
imensions and statuses of the tree segments
uds, it is necessary to be able to transfer informa
rom LIGNUM to the interpretation of the L program
hat is, the results of the physiological proces

n LIGNUM must be able to change the param
alues of the modulesF andB in the L string thus
nabling interaction between the architectural part

he physiological part.
Since the parameters in the moduleF (s) is always

nterpreted as the length the turtle moves forward,
ts meaning is the length of a segment in LIGNUM,
onversion algorithm can implicitly update the value
using the length of the corresponding tree segm
However, the parameters for moduleB are mode

pecific. Thus explicitly given the (C++) type of t
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parameters for moduleB, their assignment statements
and their variable names (meaning) in LIGNUM, the
conversion algorithm updates parameter values of mod-
uleB using corresponding variable values from the as-
sociated bud. This way the results of computations in
LIGNUM are passed to the L system. (Similarly, the
values of the parameters of moduleB can be assigned
to the variables of the corresponding bud in LIGNUM
in Section 4.1.)

Technically, each L file is translated to C++ and the
result of the translation is a C++ class providing an ap-
plication programming interface (API) to the defined L
system. Most notably, this API includes derivation of
the string to model structural development, the con-
version algorithm between L system and the model
LIGNUM (Section 4.1) and vice versa. The transla-
tor also allows to embed C++ statements in the L file
(Prusinkiewicz et al., 1999).

4.3. Two-way communication in the Scots pine
simulation

Although in our Scots pine example (Appendix A)
it is L in B(A,L) that initially determine the length of
a segment, the metabolic processes eventually resolve
the amount of growth.

F t steps program of
A 96, 19 ddle
a effect o = 3.5 m,
d ngth =

We interfaced the L language program ofAppendix
A with the functional part of LIGNUM that incor-
porates our previous work on the Scots pine model
(Perttunen et al., 1996, 1998). The calculations in
LIGNUM include the pairwise comparison of segments
in order to compute the interception of solar radiation
and the iterative allocation of net photosynthates to
growth after respiration costs:

P −M = iWn + iWo + iWr (9)

whereP andM are the photosynthetic production and
the respiration of a tree,iWn is the growth of new seg-
ments,iWo is the secondary growth andiWr is the root
growth (cf. Perttunen et al., 1996, 1998, 2001). We
omit some functions of LIGNUM, e.g. the number of
secondary buds as a function of the foliage mass of the
mother segment and let the L system determine branch-
ing.

The simulations show that the interaction of the
L language program and the functioning part of
LIGNUM markedly affects the outcome of the sim-
ulation (Fig. 2). Also the effect of two extreme cases of
foliage mortality show that physiological characteris-
tics have a great effect on the architecture of the trees.
The simulation gives a much shorter and slimmer stem
due to the smaller need for diameter growth for a pine
ig. 2. The development of three pines after eight developmen
ppendix A and metabolic functioning is as inPerttunen et al. (19
nd right: interaction of L language and LIGNUM depicting the
iameter at base = 10 cm. Right: foliage remains for 1 year. Le
when architectural development takes place according to the L
98). Leftmost: development according to the L program only; mi
f foliage mortality. Middle: foliage remains for 5 years. Length
2.7 m, diameter at base 6 cm.
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with short-living foliage in comparison to a pine with
long-living foliage.

4.4. Two-way communication in the bearberry
simulation

Salemaa and Sievänen (2002)have studied the
growth habits, axillary bud activation and branching
architecture of the horizontally spreading clonal shrub
bearberry (A. uva-ursiL.) growing in South Western
Finland in varying pollution, nutrient and light lev-
els. They have designed an L system model to study
the qualitative features of the branching patterns of
bearberry by simulation. Here their bearberry model
growing in a sandpit is realized in such a way that
a collision detection algorithm can detect if a clonal
branch blockades the growth space of an active bud.
This also serves as an example of a stochastic L sys-
tem(Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer, 1990)and about
how to implement global sensitivity(Kurth, 1994a)in
LIGNUM.

In their L system model for bearberry(Salemaa and
Siev̈anen, 2002), the plant grows horizontally and con-
sists of annual growth units bearing lateral buds and
one apical bud. The buds are divided into dominant
(D), subdominant (SD) and nondominant (ND) types
(Remphrey et al., 1983). A living bud produces a shoot
of its own type. Axillary buds have a time delay before
they release and produce a shoot.

For the implementation in L, we define module
B or
N se,
a

F en (200 and
L ee simu ameters
f nce to o y.

mines the lengths of the shoots produced, branching
angles for lateral shoots forking off alternately to the
left or to the right, and the number of axillary buds
produced. In general, type D shoots are longer than
SD and ND shoots, and in the sandpit the colonizing
plant shows intensive lateral branching due to favorable
light conditions. An outline of the L system is given
in Appendix B. For details seeSalemaa and Sievänen
(2002).

The collision detection algorithm of LIGNUM sim-
ply examines a given opening angle symmetrical to
both sides of the growth direction of a bud and checks
whether it is free of other shoots and buds within a given
distance. More precisely, define�P1 as the position of
the bud and�D as its growth direction. Define�P2 as the
position of the potential obstacle. Then�P3 = �P2 − �P1
is the direction from the bud to the obstacle. Given the
opening angleα and the distancel, the obstacle hinders
the growth of the bud if cos(α/2) ≤ �D · �P3/| �D|| �P3|
(as the cosine increases when the angle decreases) and
| �P3| < l.

Investigation of whether a bud collides with an-
other plant compartment is implemented as a pair-
wise comparison of structural units in LIGNUM, i.e.
not by rewriting the rules in L language. The value
of parameterC in the moduleB is updated (Section
4.2) using the result of collision detection calculations
in LIGNUM. The results of the development of the
bearberry model after 15 iterations with three differ-
ent collision models are presented inFig. 3. As one
w teral
b ion
d

(T, S, C), whereT denotes the bud type (D, SD
D), S its status, i.e. the time delay left before relea
ndC is collision. The module definition forB deter-

ig. 3. Realization of the bearberry model ofSalemaa and Sievän
IGNUM. Collision detection is accomplished by LIGNUM. Thr

or active buds. From left to right: the opening angle and the dista
2)with the connection of L language program of Appendix B
lations with 15 iterations using different collision detection par
bstructing branch are 35◦/30 cm,45◦/30 cm and 65◦/30 cm, respectivel

ould expect, the bearberry models show less la
ranching with increasing opening angle for collis
etection.
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5. Discussion

This study presents a formal way to model the
architectural development of trees using L systems
through the language L(Prusinkiewicz et al., 1999)
in the functional-structural tree model LIGNUM im-
plemented using a general purpose programming lan-
guage. Essentially the use of L is based on the simi-
larity of how bracketed L systems and LIGNUM rep-
resent the branching structure of trees. Similar con-
versions between modelling frameworks and tools
have been reported, for example, byFerraro et al.
(2002) and Dzierzon et al. (2003). In fact, already
Kurth (1994b)reported convergence between tree mod-
els produced by AMAP and the same models ex-
pressed in L systems. Also, a large body of math-
ematical forms known as fractals, used to depict
plant structures, have been described with L systems
(Kurth, 1999).

The L systems provide the sort of good scientific
abstraction needed in plant modelling(cf. Regev and
Shapiro, 2002). An L system captures the relevant prop-
erties of the phenomena in its set of symbols highlight-
ing only the essential characteristics of the model. It
is computable to support qualitative and quantitative
reasoning of the model properties. It is extensible, new
symbols can capture additional features of the model if
required and it is understandable, the formal notation
allows the sharing and comparison of scientific knowl-
edge. For example, part of an L system model in itself
c , un-
l ing
l

been
i ism
h hat
p de-
s nces
w ite
e
d ub-
l M
S -
t
u by
D
s z
( m-

plement LIGNUM with L+C language(Karwowski,
2002; Karwowski and Prusinkiewicz, 2003)and
make L systems the basis of its future develop-
ment?

Plants are not closed systems since interaction with
their environment has an important function in their de-
velopment. Modelling of such phenomena includes, for
example, computation of the light regime in plant com-
munities and competition for growing space (cf. exam-
ple on bearberry, Section 4.4). To model such phenom-
ena,Mĕch (1997)andMĕch and Prusinkiewicz (1996)
have extended L system formalism with communica-
tion symbols that can pass parameter values between
the plant model in the L system and a separate program
(in general purpose language) simulating, for example,
the relevant characteristics of its environment.Kurth
(1994a)has implemented a set of predefined functions
to return environmental information to the L system in
the GROGRA program. Once implemented, these sep-
arate programs or predefined functions are easily used
and reused.

The functionalities enhancing L system languages
make it possible to realize parts of the simulations using
general purpose programming languages (e.g. unit to
unit interactions) that would be difficult to implement
with the parallel rewriting semantics. The design of L
and L + Callows embedding of C++, thus making such
constructs unnecessary. But note that the time spent in
these environmental models is the time spent outside
the L system formalism with some general purpose pro-
g tural
t nted
u tem
a om-
b , al-
t zed
w n to
fi to
i cur-
r pro-
g ple-
m soil
p

is
t ural
t mp-
t ron-
m l the
an appear in a publication as a model description
ike models implemented with general programm
anguages.

The theoretical advancements that have since
mplemented in tools based on L system formal
ave been motivated by the desire to find out w
henomena in plant modelling can be formally
cribed and simulated. The range of circumsta
here L system formalism is applicable is qu
xtensive(Prusinkiewicz, 1999). Kurth (1999) has
emonstrated this by realizing a number of p

ished architectural tree models including LIGNU
cots pine(Perttunen et al., 1996)using the L sys

em based tool GROGRA(Kurth, 1994a). The sim-
lation of plant communities has been reported
eussen et al. (1998), Kurth (1999)and with multi-
et L systems developed byLane and Prusinkiewic
2002). Inevitably one has to ask why not rei
ramming language. Hence, complicated architec
ree and plant models, such as FSTMs, impleme
sing L systems inevitably employ both an L sys
nd general purpose language parts. LIGNUM c
ined with L language also contains those parts

hough in different proportions than models reali
ith L system tools. Therefore, as the quest goes o
nd optimal formalisms and modelling paradigms
mplement complicated plant and tree models, our
ent solution is to mix L systems, general purpose
ramming languages and programming libraries im
enting submodels such as radiation climate and
roperties.

A further challenge to tree and plant modelling
o implement source–sink relationships in architect
ree and plant models. Local production and consu
ion of resources, which are affected by the envi
ent and status of particular structural units, contro
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growth of the three-dimensional structure. Source sink
phenomena have been modelled by considering unit to
unit interactions(Balandier et al., 2000), accumulating
information along the pathways from root tip to shoot
tip (de Reffye et al., 1997)or solving partial differen-
tial equations(Deleuze and Houllier, 1997; Palovaara,
2003). How the intensive calculations required by
the sink-source approach are best implemented in the
three-dimensional plant structure is still unknown. Re-
cent advancement in the L systems(Karwowski, 2002;
Karwowski and Prusinkiewicz, 2003)allowing fast in-
formation transfer in the plant may open up new possi-
bilities. A hybrid approach utilizing both L systems and
general purpose languages or other means (e.g. solvers
of differential equations) offers one alternative.

FSTMs can be applied in the cases when the het-
erogeneous environment is an important factor of the
studied phenomena.Coates et al. (2003)suggest that
linking empirical studies to models is the best way to
provide insight and better understanding of the impli-
cations of the silvicultural strategies and the impor-
tance of structure in forest stands. For examplede
Chantal et al. (2003)have studied the early develop-
ment, size and morphology, of Scots pine and Nor-
way spruce in an experimental gap-edge environment
with asymmetric distribution of radiation. Such exper-
imental work to understand tree regeneration might
benefit if the LIGNUM model was applied to de-
scribe the study plots, the gap-edge zones, size of the

gaps, the spatial distribution of seedlings, and then
based on the radiation climate simulate the sapling
development.
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Appendix A. L system mimicking pine growth

The L system mimicking pine growth starts with one
segment and one bud. The main axis, (A = 1), creates
one segment and four branches forking off. From then
on side branches (A > 1) create one segment and two
additional branches. Ramification stops after third or-
der branches. Bending of the branches is modeled by
pitching the second order branches (A = 2) down in
theBend module.
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Appendix B. Fragmentary L system for
bearberry growth

Fragmentary L system for bearberry growth. The
Start module creates the initial plant. TheB module,
line 15, checks for collision. Lines 18–40 determine
branching and growth. The pattern of ramification is

based on field data and implemented in the uniform
random variablesr1 andr2 ∈ [0,1]. r1 initializes the
branching to the left or right. Branching and growth
depends on the bud type, its status and the value ofr2.
The counter on line 41 eventually activates dormant
buds (s > 0). Bud types: D = dominant, N = nondom-
inant and S = subdominant.
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